Mobile security:
The deepest visibility.
The most powerful defense.
All security strategies start with visibility. It is a critical component in identifying unwanted risk
and dealing with threats as they emerge. It should be no different with mobile, which is why
Wandera has been built to give you the visibility you need to protect your devices.
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“It’s a no-brainer to use Wandera for security. Without it, we don’t know what we’re exposed
to. With it, we can see exactly where our devices are vulnerable and which threats are
attempting to compromise them.”

“The signs are clear that mobile threats can no longer be ignored. Security and
risk management leaders must familiarize themselves with mobile threat defense
solutions and plan to gradually integrate them to mitigate mobile risks.
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Powerful ecosystem
With more EMM and SIEM integrations than any other mobile security vendor, Wandera is designed to work in tandem with your existing technologies.

10+ mobility integrations

10+ security partnerships

4+ platforms supported

The experts’ choice
Analyst leader

Award-winning

Identified as a Leader in IDC MarketScape

Winner of SC Magazine’s Mobile Security

for Mobile Threat Management

Solution of the Year 2017

Recognized for capabilities in Market

Winner of the Mobile Security Award in

Guide for Mobile Threat Defense

the Computing Security Awards 2017

Trusted by the enterprise

500+ enterprise deployments

Wandera is the global market leader in enterprise mobile security, delivered through its pioneering web gateway. Providing maximum
visibility into mobile data, Wandera goes beyond threat detection to prevent attacks and contain data leakage. The solution’s threat
intelligence is powered by MI:RIAM, a real-time security engine that analyzes the industry’s largest mobile dataset to uncover new
vulnerabilities and zero-day threats as they emerge.

